Contrary p.7 (adj.) completely different; opposite

Unison p. 10 (n.) speaking all at the same time, or singing at the same time in the same pitch.

Strewn p. 12 (v) to scatter or sprinkle

Courteous p. 14 (adj.) being polite or showing good manners

Incredulous p.15 (adj.) not able to believe something

Stolidly p. 15 (adj.) neither feeling nor showing much range of emotion

Derisive p. 16 (adj.) ridiculing, mocking, or scoffing

Jaunty p. 25 (adj.) having a light manner; lively and confident

Impulsive p. 30 (adj.) acting without thinking or planning.

Dismal p. 50 (adj.) full of gloom; sad

Assail p. 51 (v.) to attack with vigor or violence; assault

Remnants p. 52 (n) a section of fabric, carpeting, or the like that remains on the bolt after the rest has been sold.

Unintelligible p. 59 (adj.) not able to be understood, as spoken or written language.

Disconsolate p. 60 (adj) hopelessly unhappy; dejected

Cornucopias p. 71 (n.) an overflowing supply of something; abundance

Shabby p. 74 (adj.) showing signs of wear